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Abstract
Starting from the experimental fact that light propagates over a closed
path at speed c (L/c law), we show to what extent the isotropy of the
speed of light can be considered a matter of convention. We prove
the consistence of anisotropic and inhomogeneous conventions, limit-
ing the allowed possibilities. All conventions lead to the same physical
theory even if its formulation can change in form. The mathematics
involved resembles that of gauge theories and the choice of a conven-
tion is interpreted as a choice for the gauge. Moreover, we prove that
an Euclidean space where the L/c law holds, gives rise to a spacetime
with Minkowskian causal structure, and we exploit the consequences
for the causal approach to the conventionality of simultaneity.
1 Introduction
Since its birth [1, 2], there has been a long debate to establish to what extent
special relativity, and the hypothesis of constancy of the speed of light, could
be considered conventional [3, 4]. It was soon realized by Einstein [2] that
experimentally one can establish the speed of light only measuring the time
of flight of a light beam over a closed path. If we try to measure the one-
way speed of light, from a starting point O1 to and ending point O2, we
need to know the time of departure and the time of arrival of the beam and
this can be done only with two clocks located in O1 and O2. However, this
implies that a convention to synchronize the two clocks must be given, and
to avoid vicious reasoning we cannot use Einstein convention being based on
the isotropic assumption, that is the fact we wish to prove. The situation
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is often illustrated, in the one dimensional case, in the following way [3](see












Figure 1: Dierent values of  give dierent denitions of simultaneity.
O2 and, being reflected, comes back. O1, with his clock, measures the total
time of flight, tT , and veries the relation 2O1O2 = ctT . If we assume that
the speed of light is the same in both directions, i.e. equal to c, we conclude
that the beam is reflected by O2 at the time tR = tT =2. This data, once
communicated from O1 to O2, can be used by O2 to synchronize his clock
with the one of O1 (Einstein procedure of synchronization). In other words
the assumption of isotropy leads to the conclusion that the events A and R
are simultaneous, so that the denition of simultaneity suers of the same
conventionality content of the isotropic assumption.
It is often noticed by some authors that this conclusion cannot be drawn
because essentially of two reasons.
 There may be some way to synchronize distant clocks without using
the isotropic assumption, e.g. with a slowly transport of a third clock
from O1 to O2.
 In the above argument we used only one experimental fact, that the
speed of light as measured over a closed path is always c, (hereafter this
law is refereed as the \L=c law"). There may be other experimental
facts which could restrict the allowed values of the speed of light in one
direction, and which could eventually leave us with only one possibility,
the isotropic one.
However, the solution suggested in the rst point makes use indirectly of the
isotropic assumption, and therefore is merely a new way for introducing the
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isotropic convention [5, 6]. As we shall see, the second argument doesn’t work
as well, because there are conventions compatible with every physical law,
the only price to be paid being a change in their mathematical expression.
Moreover, conventions dierent from the isotropic one can prove to be natural
in some contexts such as when the observers live over the surface of a spinning
planet.
As a rst example of an alternative convention let us return to the one
dimensional case. Following the supporters of the conventionality of simul-
taneity, we are able to x the time reflection, tR = tT , where  is the
Reichenbach coecient usually taken in the range  2 (0; 1). Once the choice
has been made the speed of light in the right direction becomes c=2 and
that in the left direction becomes c=2(1 − ). Whatever the choice of  is,
the L=c law is satised. The restriction to the one dimensional case however
doesn’t clarify the problem, nor exhibits the richness of the possible conven-
tions. Our analysis starts in the following section where we skip to the three
dimensional case.
2 Anisotropy and Inhomogeneity
Let us consider an Euclidean space E3 where light propagates on straight
lines. A beam of light leaves its starting point O1 and through the reflection
over suitable mirrors covers a closed path γ ending in O1. If we use a large
number of mirrors the path can approximate, as much as we want, a smooth
closed curve of arbitrary shape, so that we can assume γ to be an arbitrary
dierentiable closed curve. If L is the length of the curve, by the L=c law,
the total traveling time is  = L=c. Let us introduce a eld ~A(~x) such that
r~A = 0 (or, which is the same, ~A = r for a suitable scalar function (~x)),
then
 = L=c +
∮
γ
~A  d~l: (1)













where  is the angle between ~A and d~l and where
~v =
cv^





Figure 2: The anisotropy for the speed of light at the point ~x is elliptical.
is a new modied speed of light. It is anisotropic in fact its absolute value
depends on the direction v^ (see gure 2). Now it is clear that, if we suppose
that the speed of light has the anisotropic and inhomogeneous value given by
eqn. 3, then the L=c law is fullled. Moreover, we see that the arbitrariness
of the speed of light amounts at least to an entire eld (~x).
In the appendix we show that there are more general expressions which
verify the L=c law for any closed path starting at O1. However, if we impose
that the L=c law be veried by any observer, i.e. for any choice of O1, then it
is found that the most general expression for the velocity is given by eqn. 3.
This is also proven in the appendix, and is correctly stated by the following
Theorem. Let M = E3R be a spacetime consisting of an Euclidean space
E3 endowed with an absolute time 1 R. Suppose that any observer at rest
measures with his clock a time which diers from the absolute time only for
an additive constant. Suppose moreover that light propagates along straight
lines, then the L=c law holds if and only if the speed of light is given by eqn.
3 for a suitable scalar function (~x).
We notice that the theorem, being based on kinematic properties, applies
to whatever signal propagates over straight lines such as, for example, the
sound. Moreover, if the signal is supposed, by some physical argument, to
have a velocity invariant in norm under inversion of direction, then if the
signal satisfy the L=c law its velocity must be isotropic and equal to c. The
theorem implies a corollary.
Corollary. Under the hypothesis of the theorem, if light satises the L=c
law then
a) There is a new time variable
 = t− (~x) (4)
1The word absolute refers to the fact that what we call absolute time fills all the space,
in contrast with the time taken by each observer which is limited to their worldline.
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b) The causal structure of M coincides with that of Minkowski spacetime.
Proof. Let us suppose the signal is propagating at point ~x in direction w^,
dierentiating relation  = t− (~x),
d = dt−r  w^ dl (6)
and using eqn. 3 in the form dt = dl=c +r  w^ dl, we nd dl=d = c. The
last claim b) follows straightforwardly from the rst.
This corollary has a content in some sense opposite to the one of the theorem.
The theorem states the conventionality of the isotropic assumption whereas
the corollary states that all the freedom in choosing the convention can be
eliminated with a change in the time coordinate. The anisotropy in the
speed of light can be interpreted as arising from a wrong choice of the time
coordinate. But why wrong? Here we have to distinguish between dierent
philosophical positions. From a realistic point of view the speed of light has a
denite value and the theorem states that from the L=c law we are not able
to x it experimentally. So, in a realistic approach the theorem expresses
our inability to disclose all the aspects of the physical world. From this
viewpoint what we have called conventions are instead possibilities each of
which reflects a dierent physical world. No one can say if a choice is wrong,
all possibilities are considered in the hope that there may be other physical
laws selecting the true one. However, as we shall prove, in some sense there
are no other physical laws of this kind and a realistic position must admit
our inability in revealing the true physical reality.
From an empirical point of view, such as that of the author, what matters
are the experimental facts so that all possibilities compatible with the L=c
law are regarded as dierent conventions. The choice of the convention is
dictated by simplicity grounds, but remains a matter of taste. In this sense
one can says that a convention is wrong if the laws of physics following
from that choice are too complicated. The corollary and the theorem state
that all allowed choices are related to one another by temporal coordinate
transformations; if in the particular context under study the simplest choice
is the isotropic one then one can make safely that choice. This means that
the isotropic choice follows directly from experimental facts. The freedom in
the choice of the convention stated by the theorem does not mean that the
postulate of constancy of the speed of light of special relativity has an empty
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physical content. There is a law under it which is precisely the L=c law,
that, for the sake of clarity, should replace the constancy postulate. All this
reflects a common situation in physics: we have to choose some convention
to write down equations and communicate with other physicists, but under
the convention used there is always a physical content independent of all
conventions. It is given by all the experimental facts that we can predict
from our equations.
The corollary, relating any convention to a change in the time coordinate,
makes it clear the one to one relation between the convention in the velocity
distribution and the convention in the concept of simultaneity, indeed two
dierent time variables  and t, related by eqn. 4, have dierent simultaneity
slices.
3 Consistence of anisotropic conventions
We have seen that any possible convention is related to the isotropic one by
the coordinate transformation of eqn. 4. This is the fundamental ingredi-
ent which allows us to prove our inability to nd some physical phenomena
ruling out one convention instead of another. This justies the use of the
word \convention". Indeed, we can express all the known laws of physics
in the new time coordinate obtaining a set of physical laws coherent with
experience. The set is the one we had developed if, in our history of science,
instead of using the isotropic convention we had chosen an anisotropic one.
This set is recovered simply performing a coordinate transformation from
the coordinates of the isotropic convention, f; ~xg, to the coordinates of an
anisotropic convention, ft; ~xg. For instance, Gauss law of electromagnetism
is written in the anisotropic coordinates


























Not every physical law requires a time variable for its formulation. When it is
possible, a convention-free formulation reveals clearly the physical meaning
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of the law. For instance, in M = E3  R, consider the following \causality"
law 2
An event A can influence an event B if and only if there is a path γ
such that a light beam that starts in A, and travels over γ, ends in B.
Its formulation avoids the use of convention dependent concepts such as the
\light cone", as a result the law remains unchanged whatever convention is
used.
In the literature there are many \proof", theoretical [7] or experimental
[8], of the isotropy of the speed of light but, as far as I know, all of them
use in the process a non-modied law of physics and no one faces with the
problem of velocity inhomogeneity. It is an easy task to \prove" the isotropy
of the speed of light if we implicitly use an assumption or a law that holds
only in the isotropic convention. For instance, it is easy to prove the isotropy
of the speed of light if we use the Gauss law in its standard form. Indeed,
its predictions agree with physical phenomena, eqn. 7, only if the velocity of
light is isotropic.
I do not claim that the conventionality of simultaneity follows. To drawn
or not this conclusion is somewhat a personal choice. Indeed, our analysis
shows, if all known laws of physics are accepted in their standard form, that
if we use an anisotropic convention then we are forced to change the form of
every physical law, even that not electromagnetic in nature such as gravity.
Now, a priori, it is by no means obvious that the time variable which sim-
plies electromagnetic phenomena is the same that simplies gravitational
phenomena, but it seems exactly what experience tells us. Introducing a time
variable which simplies gravitational phenomena and looking at the propa-
gation of light one is expected to nd that the speed of light is isotropic. One
can feel, with right, to have proven the isotropy of light, in the sense that,
calculating the velocity of light with a time variable emerging from a rather
dierent context such as gravity, the constant value c is obtained. The trou-
ble here is that historically physicists used light to construct a global time
variable, e.g. in looking at the planets of the solar system we have always
used light to derive experimental evidence of Newton’s law. However, it is
in principle possible to construct a global time variable using only gravity, 3
once this is done one can verify experimentally the equality of the global time
2Of course, the word influence can be made more definite introducing the notion of
information transport and alike.
3To construct a gravitational time variable around a massive isolated object, e.g. a star,
we fill the space with test particles in circular motion around it and, instead of recovering
their motion from Newton’s law, we use their geometrical position to assign a time label
to each event, in such a way to satisfy Newton’s law.
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variables given by gravity and Einstein convention. This eventually amounts,
in its strict sense, to a proof of the constancy of the speed of light.
We have shown that the two positions, conventional and not conventional,
have their own rights with their own meanings. However it seems to us that
the rst is preferable. Indeed, our analysis shows that, in any case, a \proof"
based on relativistic dynamics or on electromagnetism contains necessarily
some vicious arguments. Moreover, we have overlooked that gravity arises in
general relativity from the curvature of spacetime, so that gravity is involved
in the propagation of light. The argument we have proposed to support
that the speed of light has, in some sense, a constant value c, making use
of gravity, is not applicable here where the discussion is restricted to a flat
spacetime.
In the introduction we noticed the possibility that there could be some
dierent way, from Einstein convention, to synchronize distant clocks and
to establish the value of the one-way speed of light. It is certainly true
that many ways could be found to synchronize distant clocks but this does
not mean that we are able to measure the one-way speed of light. Indeed,
any dierent way of synchronization (see eqn. 4) represents nothing but a
dierent convention, and there is no way to rule out one convention instead
of another because all fulll every physical law, as proven above.
As an example, the proposal of synchronization by means of a third slowly
moving clock doesn’t work because it is simply another formulation of the
isotropic convention [6]. Let us recall it. To synchronize the clock of the
observer O1 with that of the observer O2, we synchronize with O1 a third
clock C in O1, and slowly transport it from O1 to O2 following an arbitrary
path γ (\slowly" means that we are taking the limit d~x=d ! 0, where 
is the proper time of C). Finally, we synchronize O2 with C. Now, Taylor
expanding eqn. 9 to the rst order, and integrating over γ we arrive at
 =  = t−: (10)
These equations show that this method is equivalent to Einstein synchro-
nization and only with it: it simply restates the isotropic convention in an
hidden way.
4 Simultaneity from causality
In the previous section, we have shown that the laws of physics are simplied
in the Einstein convention whereas in anisotropic conventions they loose their
symmetries. To require some symmetry becomes a way to restrict the allowed
conventions to the isotropic one. This is seen even in the causal approach
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to the conventionality of simultaneity [4] whose cornerstone is the theorem
of Malament [9]. This theorem (see [11] for a readable account of it) proves
essentially that, if the causal structure of spacetime is that of Minkowski,
and C is the wordline of an observer at rest, the only non trivial equivalence
relation (simultaneity relation) invariant under C-causal automorphisms (dif-
feomorphisms of spacetime that preserve causal relations and map C onto
itself) is that of Einstein. Our corollary enforces the theorem of Malament in
the following sense. It is clear that the causal structure of spacetime is non
conventional and that can be tested experimentally, however Malament takes
for granted that it is Minkowski spacetime i.e. a semiriemmanian manifold
with R4 topology, where the metric
ds2 = c2dt2 − d~x2 (11)
vanishes on light worldlines. Now, one may wonder if this belief is well
founded; after all, from 11 there follows as well that the speed of light is
isotropic (by dividing by dt2). In other words we cannot trust on equation 11
to state the causal structure of spacetime because it is compatible only with
the isotropic assumption, the fact we wish to prove. We need experimental
evidence that the causal structure of spacetime is the same of Minkowski
spacetime and to do this we cannot rely on simultaneity conventions. Here
enters our corollary which states that from the L=c law there follows that
the causal structure of spacetime is Minkowskian even if our spacetime M =
E3  R isn’t a metric manifold. Malament’s argument then works. We
summarize the entire deduction in a scheme
M = E3  R L=c law−−−−! Minkowskiancausal structure
Malament’s
argument−−−−−−! Einstein convention.
Even if attractive, in the following we shall abandon this approach to the
conventionality of simultaneity essentially for one reason. Malament, to re-
cover Einstein convention, requires an invariance principle i.e. the invariance
of the simultaneity relation under C-automorphisms, but we have seen that
a number of physical laws have the same eect if we require some symmetry.
There is no physical reason for such a requirement; after all, the concept of
simultaneity has to do with clocks not with light (causal structure) and in
this regard clocks say that there are a number of viable conventions, that
given by eqn. 3. Moreover, Malament’s argument is hard to generalize at
observers in generic motion [10], or at generic spacetimes because in such
contexts C-authomorphisms may be absent.
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5 The choice of a good convention
Once one adopts the empirical point of view the problem becomes how to
nd a good convention for the physical context at hand. We suggest three
criteria
 Simplicity of the laws of physics.
 Invariance of the convention used under change of the observer.
 Existence of a global time variable.
The rst criterion is clear, one has to choose the simplest convention when-
ever the last two points are satised. The second criterion means this: a
convention is good if it is the same for every observer, in such a way that
communication among them is possible without referring each time to a sub-
jective choice. This implies that the function  must be the same for all
observers, indeed if the observer O1 uses the time variable t1 =  − 1 and
the observer O2 uses the time variable t2 =  − 2 then a communication
among them is useless unless each observer knows the function  used by the
other. To meet the second point, the set of observers must agree on the func-
tion  to be used. Depending on the physical situation, we have to restrict
and dene the set of observers under which the invariance of the convention
holds. This happens in the following example.
So far we have considered only observers at rest, here we look for conven-
tions well suited for moving observers. In this example, our set of observers,
under which invariance of the convention must be meet, is given by inertial
observers. There is a law in classical mechanics which states
(*) A reference frame in uniform rectilinear motion with respect
to an inertial frame is inertial by itself.
Here, for \inertial frame", we mean any observer who doesn’t feel inertial
forces. This denition, based on detectable forces, avoids any convention and
is ideal for our purpose. The function , common to all inertial observers,
is taken in such a way that the law (*) remains unchanged passing from the
time variable  to the time variable t. This restricts the allowed conventions
to a subset where the relativity principle holds and where laws of physics
happen to be particularly simple. Let ~w be the uniform velocity of an inertial
observer, from eqn. 8, we see that in the time variable t the inertial observer
has a uniform velocity only if r~wr~w = 0 which implies 4  = ~a  ~x + const..
4Torretti [12, 13], already considered this convention for a single observer requiring
that Newton’s first law be satisfied.
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With this choice the coordinate transformations from an inertial observer to
another form a group, indeed if U(a) is the coordinate transformation from
f~x; tg to f~x; g then the coordinate transformation to a second observer of
velocity ~v is given by
G(~a;~v) = U(a)−1(~w)U(a) (12)
where ~v and ~w are related by eqn. 8. The group of coordinate transformations
can be shortly written G = U(a)−1 U(a) where  is the Lorentz Group. We
take, ~a = 
c
i^, where  is a dimensionless constant. In one spatial dimension
the modied Lorentz transformation becomes
x0 = γ(w(v))f(1 + )x− ctg (13)










(1− v=c)2 − (v=c)2 : (16)
With the simplest choice,  = 0, we recover the Lorentz transformation.
We mention another interesting convention. Starting from a realistic
viewpoint, and with purposes very dierent from ours [15, 16, 17, 18], Selleri
[14] makes, in our notation, the proposal ~v = (~v~x)=c2 where ~v is the velocity
of the observer O~v with respect to a privileged frame O0. This convention,
depending on the velocity ~v of the observer, is not invariant under change of
inertial frame. As a consequence the relativity principle (i.e. the invariance
of the laws of physics under change of the inertial observer) is not fullled
and the modied Lorentz transformations do not form a group. However,
the law (*) remains true because ~v is linear in ~x. Implicitly, in the previous
section, we have solved a problem raised by Selleri in his paper [14], that
of nding how the laws of physics must be written in his convention and if
there is an experiment capable of rule it out [19]. Nevertheless, we stress,
in contrast to him [15], that the possibility of anisotropic convention doesn’t
imply the inconsistency of special relativity.
The third point requires a wider discussion; we devote to it the following
section.
6 The existence of a global time variable
So far, we have considered only the case in which the L=c law holds every-
where; to generalize our treatment the eld ~A(~x) is now taken arbitrary, i.e.
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we remove the condition ~A = r(~x). If light has the velocity
~v =
cv^
1 + cv^  ~A(~x) ; (17)
then the time taken by a light beam to travel in a round trip over the path
γ is given by
 = L=c +
∮
γ
~A  d~l; (18)





~A  d~l: (19)
This is a generalized Sagnac eect due to the distribution of velocities, eqn.
17. Being a measurable quantity, if a Sagnac eect is present, every allowed
convention must account for it. From this it follows that in presence of a
Sagnac eect it is impossible to nd a new global time variable such that
the speed of light is always c. The existence of a global time variable is very
useful, and must be understood as one of the main task of a good convention,
so this excludes the isotropic convention in a number of physical situations.
Moreover, if two conventions on the velocity of light are allowed, i.e. they
lead to the same predictions (Sagnac eect), then their elds are linked to
one another by the gauge transformation
~A(~x) −! ~A(~x) +r(~x): (20)
To see this, take the dierence of two ~A elds, then obtain a new eld that is
rotation free because its integral over an arbitrary closed path is zero. Mea-
surable quantities, i.e. convention-free quantities, must be gauge invariant.
For instance, the rotation ~B(~x) = r ~A is gauge independent and plays the
role of the eld strength of the gauge theory. It can be measured revealing
the Sagnac eect for a closed path in the neighborhood of ~x. In our formal-






where ! is the angular velocity of the rotating platform. Indeed, with this






where S is the surface subtended by the curve γ. Eqn. 21 is even the
best convention that people living on the earth surface can take, where ~x
is the displacement from the earth axis. However, in this treatment, eqn.
21 seems to be taken with an ad hoc procedure to recover eqn. 22. In a
forthcoming paper we describe how to derive the correct eld ~A in general
physical situations, making use of the method of dimensional reduction. Here
we are mainly concerned with the case in which the L=c law holds, at least
locally. In our theorem we proved that if the L=c law holds then ~A = r,
however if the L=c law holds only locally we can only conclude thatr ~A = 0,
i.e. ~A is rotation free. In a non simply connected space this doesn’t leave out
the possibility of a Sagnac eect, and as a consequence, this proves that the
isotropic convention can be unsuited even when the L=c law locally holds.
Think, as an example, at a large cylindrical spaceship of radius R spin-
ning along its axis at the angular velocity !. People live on the internal
cylindrical surface of the spaceship and ! is chosen to reproduce the gravita-
tional acceleration g = !2R. Light and electric signals propagate along the
surface. In a situation like this the L=c law holds locally but a Sagnac eect
is present when a light beam travels all around the spaceship.
7 Conclusions
In the rst part of this paper we developed the consequences of the L=c
law. We found that the allowed distributions for the velocity of light are
given by eqn. 3, and that each of them can be recovered from the isotropic
value via a time coordinate transformation. The relation with a coordinate
transformation enabled us to rewrite the laws of physics coherently with
the anisotropic convention adopted. This change in their expression clearly
doesn’t alter the physical content of the laws, so that a physics based on
anisotropic conventions appears to be feasible. Moreover, anisotropic con-
ventions can prove extremely useful as we tried to show in the last part of
the paper. The approach to conventionality of simultaneity as a gauge theory
seems very attractive and will be the subject of subsequent works. It can
be considered as a step towards general relativity. Our analysis of the L=c
has been proven useful even in the causal approach to the conventionality of
simultaneity. We showed that, if the L=c law holds in an Euclidean space,
then the associated spacetime is causally the same of Minkowski spacetime.
This result relates convention-free concepts i.e. the L=c law and the causal
structure of spacetime. It justies Malament’s argument if one wants to base
the simultaneity concept on the causal structure. This last approach, how-
ever, appears untenable when one skips from Minkowski spacetime to more
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realistic spacetimes where causal automorphisms are absent. This become
particularly clear in the mathematical formulation of general relativity where
the concept of simultaneity never enters, and where electromagnetism is ex-
pressed in a coordinate-free language. It seems to us that what really matters
is nothing but the causal structure of spacetime even when it is not so obvi-
ous. For instance, in quantum mechanics, the concept of simultaneity is still
used particularly in dealing with the reduction postulate. In the context of
the EPR experiment it is frequently said that, given two correlated, distant
particles, a measure performed on the rst reduces, instantaneously, the wave
packet of the second, where the word instantaneously implies that the Ein-
stein synchronization convention is implicitly used. If our analysis is right,
however, the concept of simultaneity is not needed to predict the correct
quantum mechanical expectations. This result indeed holds, it suces to de-
scribe the EPR experiment in terms of space-like commuting observables. It
become meaningless to say which of two space-like measures happens before,
and hence which reduces the wave packet, whatever choice is made the same
quantum expectations follow. This is a consequence of the commutativity of
space-like separated observables, a fact very well implemented in quantum
eld theory, but unfortunately unnatural in rst quantization.
Appendix
The theorem requires a lemma.
Lemma. Under the hypothesis of the theorem, let O1 be an observer at rest.
We have t1 = t+ const: where t1 is the time measured by the clock of O1 and
t is the absolute time. If O1 labels events using the Einstein synchronization
convention then the variable t1 becomes a global function t1 = 1(~x; t) and
the speed of light, in this new variable, is always c: d~x=dt1 = cv^.
Proof of the lemma. Look at gure 3 where the coordinate z is omitted for
the sake of clarity. Starting from O1, and being reflected in F and G, a light
beam travel all along the path O1FGO1. FG is an innitesimal displacement
and our task is to show that the speed of light over FG is c if the time used
is t1. We added to the picture the trajectories of the light rays CE and HD
useful to dene t1(D) and t1(E). From our hypothesis
c(tB − tA) = FO1 + FG + O1G (23)
c(tC − tA) = 2FO1 (24)
c(tB − tH) = 2O1G (25)
) FG = c
2
















Figure 3: Note: the worldline of the light beam is not necessarily straight.
The lemma is proved. Note that the function t1 = 1(~x; t), even if called
\time", it is not yet proven to measure necessarily the flow of time for ob-
servers dierent from O1. We are ready to prove the theorem.
Proof of the theorem. Let t1 = 1(~x; t) be the function of the lemma
related to the observer O1, dierentiating in ~x along the worldline of a light
beam of direction v^ we nd
dt1 = @t1dt +r1  v^ dl; (27)





1− cv^  r1 : (28)
The rst member is independent to the chosen observer. If O2 is another
observer
c@t1
1− cv^  r1 =
c@t2
1− cv^  r2 ; (29)
that can be rewritten
@t1 − @t2 = cv^  (r2@t1 −r1@t2): (30)
But v^ is arbitrary, so
@t1 = @t2; (31)
r2@t1 = r1@t2: (32)
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Calculating the rst equation in O2, and recalling that there t2 = t + const:,
we nd @t1(~xO2 ; t) = 1 and, because O2 is arbitrary,
1(~x; t) = t− ~1(~x): (33)
This proves that t1 measures the flow of time even in point dierent from
O1. Substituting back in equation 28,
~v =
cv^
1 + cv^  r ~1(~x)
: (34)
The theorem is proven.
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